Archival And Recordkeeping Theory Into
The Records Continuum Model (RCM) was created in the 1990s by Monash University academic Frank Upward with input from colleagues Sue McKemmish and Livia Iacovino as a response to evolving discussions about the challenges of managing digital records and archives in the discipline of archival science. The RCM was first published in Upward’s 1996 paper “Structuring the Records Continuum ...

Records Continuum Model - Wikipedia
Caroline Brown is Programme Leader for the archives programmes at the Centre for Archive and Information Studies at the University of Dundee where she is also University Archivist.. She is a Chair of Archives and Records Association (UK & Ireland's) Conference Committee, sits on its Professional Development Committee, having formerly served as the Chair of the Education, Training and ...
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viii A Glossary of Archival and Records Terminology manuscript repositories.” It is hard to state the purpose of the new AFS editions better. There are some differences, both subtle and obvious, in the new

A Glossary of Archival and Records Terminology
Records management, also known as records and information management, is an organizational function devoted to the management of information in an organization throughout its life cycle, from the time of creation or inscription to its eventual disposition. This includes identifying, classifying, storing, securing, retrieving, tracking and destroying or permanently preserving records.

Records management - Wikipedia
I acknowledge my colleague Dr Jason DeSantolo for introducing me to literature relating to Kaupapa Maori Theory and Practice (and Praxis). These ideas resonate deeply with me in terms of looking at engagement and the notions of transformation within the library and archive theory and practice.

Transformative praxis - building spaces for Indigenous ...
Gillian Oliver is an academic at the School of Information Management, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand. Her PhD is from Monash University, Melbourne, Australia. Her research interests centre on organisational culture, and the influences this has on the way that information is managed.
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STEP-BY-STEP GUIDES TO DIGITISATION PROJECTS Not sure where to start? Try these links. Managing the Digitisation of Library, Archive and Museum Materials

STEP-BY-STEP GUIDES TO DIGITISATION PROJECTS
In all of the tables in this document, both the pre-2009 NQF Level and the NQF Level is shown. In the text (purpose statements, qualification rules, etc), any references to NQF Levels are to the pre-2009 levels unless specifically stated otherwise.

SAQA
Awareness and Outreach Resources for Archivists. This is the latest entry in our Archives + Audiences series, which features the perspectives of archival audiences – scholars, journalists, filmmakers, artists, activists, and more – for whom archives have been an important part of their life and work. In this post, we feature Part 1 of COPA member Nick Pavlik’s conversation with Dan ...

ArchivesAware - Awareness and Outreach Resources for ...
The Management of Public Sector Records: Principles and Context outlines the purpose of records and archives management and defines the key terminology, theories and principles underpinning
records and archives care. ... This division of activities into records management and archival phases, with the consequent division of responsibility ...

The Management of Public Sector Records: Principles and ...
Below is the list of graduate-level courses which may be delivered by the McGill University School of Information Studies. For a brief description, term offered, and instructor, click on the course name.

Courses | School of Information Studies - McGill University
In an attempt to dig deeper into the mysteries of the pyramids and the sphinx, we enlisted the aid of Brother Marcus, our Remote-Viewing Frater. Here are the results of his Holy Quest: "What exactly is in the ‘secret chamber’ underneath one of the paws of the Sphinx? Who put it there and why?"
One ...

Hammonds, Mark - bibliotecapleyades.net
The University of Arizona (UA) is the flagship institution in the State of Arizona and offers graduate programs in more than 150 areas of study. Graduate programs of study are described here in our Graduate Catalog and Program Descriptions.

Graduate Catalog and Program ... - University of Arizona
This course will survey instruments of psychometric assessment that are frequently used in education and clinical practice. Fundamental theory and research pertaining to the quantitative measurement of human traits will be reviewed.

Course Descriptions A-G | Ashford University
Commencing with Gjesdal (1981), scholars in the analytical agency tradition have long assumed that the overall demand for accounting information arises because of the separation between ownership and control of business enterprises. 10 This separation gives rise to both decision-making and stewardship information needs and, consistent with the traditions of agency research, Gjesdal offers ...

Discourses surrounding the evolution of the IASB/FASB ...
Defining records. The Macquarie Dictionary (4th ed. 2005) defines ‘record’ as ‘an account in writing or the like, preserving the memory or knowledge of facts or events’ or as ‘information or knowledge, preserved in writing or the like’.. Generally speaking, in Commonwealth legislation the ordinary definition of record has been extended to include ‘information stored or recorded ...

1. What is a record? | Australian Public Service Commission
PREPARE – Download and print the lesson plans for each course. (Lesson plans are optional, and you may choose to use ours, make your own, or use none at all. You have the freedom to use our courses however you please).

Course Info - SchoolhouseTeachers.com
Please note: Services relating to Real Property fall under the umbrella of services offered to other government departments by Public Services and Procurement Canada (PSPC) in its role as common service agency, as defined in the PSPC Act (see section 5 and subsection 6(f) for further information). It is therefore strongly recommended that PSPC's Real Property Branch be consulted before ...

Annex A& Streams - Overview for Task and Solutions ...
One of the great tragedies in cinematic history was the fate of Orson Welles’s 1942 epic, The Magnificent Ambersons, which was cut, reshot, and mutilated by studio functionaries while its ...

Magnificent Obsession | Vanity Fair
On Saturday, 18 February 1899, Sydney’s Evening News published ‘A Chinese New Year’s Day’, an illustrated article that gave a (white male) journalist’s impressions of the new year celebrations held
by Sydney's Chinese community a week earlier. The new year ushered in that February was, like 2019, a Year of the Pig. The article, transcribed below, is typical of how the mainstream ...
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